Introduction
Blind source separation (BSS) consists of recovering source signals from several observed noisy mixtures of them. The observations are obtained from a set of sensors, each receiving a , different combination of the source signals. The problem is called "blind" because no infomation is available about the mixture, i.e. recovering of source signals is achieved without the knowledge of the characteristics of the transmission channel.
The lack of prior information can be compensated by considering particular source statistics assumptions. The most popular condition used by BSS techniques is the statistically, strong assumption of independence between the source. signals. These techniques assume that the primary sources are statistically independent, and therefore the goal in these techniques is to achieve a separation process that produces outputs as independent as possihle[l], [2] . A less stringent condition is uncorrelation of sources. These tschniques exploit temporal correlation of each source signal (second-order blind identification), and use a joint diagona!ization method of several'correlation matrices [3] .
Other techniques and algorithms introduced for BSS use special source signals structures, e.g. CMA(Constant Modulus Algorithm) or special structure for combination system such as MUSIC and ESPIRIT [4] .
In this paper, the aim is to propose a solution to BSS problem for correlated source signals without imposing special structures on signals or mixing matrix. This paper 
Problem Formulation

Pre-Separation Procedure
The main step in our approach for corielated sources is a pre-separation process. The observed data is decomposed into regular and predictable components, using Wold decomposition. In the predictable component, the combination of uncorrelated contributions of source signals is identified on whose basis A (and consequently the source signals) is estimated using second order statistics.
A. Wold Decomposition
An arbitrary process can he written as a sum: where Ci ' s are orthogonal zero-mean random variables.
Hence, s,(o has a line spectrum: but s,(q has a smooth spectrum
B. Observation Decomposition
In this subsection a method is proposed for extracting and decomposing some information from the regular and predictable parts of the observation data. For simplicity ,a special case of model (2) where No is the noise variance and riyc(Z) & riYp (Z) are correlation functions of regular and predictable parts:
Hence power 'spectral density(psd) and cross spectral density(csd) functions of observations have the forms:
where,
As expected, the spectra of the predictable parts are pure impulsive. So, it is possible to detect and separate these components in the observation spectra. Consequently, correlation functions ( ri;P (Z) ) of the predictable parts are obtained that will be used next.
C. Extracting Desired Information From Predictable Part
Rewriting predictable parts of source signals (9):(lO), considering { R, } as the common frequency set, we obtain: 
qjp(~)=F-'{8i(~)} +Tibu)}(26)
= E
Blind Source Separation Algorithm
In this section, an algorithm for estimating A ( a n d recovering source signals) is proposed which is based on the mode! embedded in eq.(23) and restated in (29) using second order statistics.
Steps of the algorithm are following:
A. Orthogonalization on the discussion in section 2, we can assume that: and let V be a unitary matrix such that :
then:
-V is essentially equal to U (desired unique unitary matrix)
-A permutation can be operated on diagonal elements of which states that a unique unitary matrix U can be determined if for at least a Z # 0 ,eigenvalues of Ra (Z) are distinct, a condition that is surely satisfied for sources with different spectra.
C.Computing A and S(r)
After determination of a unique unitary matrix U , A can be computed from A = T-'.U , and consequently the source signals are estimated as It is important to note that for computing s(r); we use observation data X(tj (not Xi!) ), so there isn't any information loss.
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Simulation ,'Results ..
In this section, the performance ofthe proposed method is investigated via computer simulation results.
Source signals (si ( I ) ; i = 1.2) are composed of rcgular and predictable parts. Regular component in each source consists of a zero-mean normal process (independent from the other) and a uniform process (common between two sources). Predictable parts consist of random amplitudes sinusoidal functions with some common frequency and correlatcd amplitude components. These signals are mixed by an arbitrary 2x2 inixing matrix Almost in all figures, better performance of proposed algorithm is evident. In figures 1 & 2, it is obvious that the performances of two experiments become better as the number of the jointly diagonalized correlation matrices is increased, but this has a limit (as it is seen from small differcnt between PI for K=5 and K=6). Figures 3 & 4 , show improvement in performance by increasing SNR. From figures 5 & 6, it is revealed that the performance index of two experiments is close for small correlation coefficients, and as the correlation coefficient is increased, the PI of two experiments is decreased, but the performance in experiment #2 is better than that in experiment #I, particularly for intermediate correlation coefficients.
Conclusion
In this paper, an approach for solving BSS problem in cases where source signals are correlated, is introduced without additional assumptions on signal or mixing matrix stmctures.
An important step of this BSS algorithm is a preseparation procedure where based on Wold decomposition principle, the information of predictable part of source signals (i.e. uncorrelated parts of predictable signals) is derived. The diagonal stmcture of the correlation matrix of this parts is essential for next step of algorithm where using second-order based method and JD technique, separation process is completed by estimating A and recovering $i). Simulation results show effectiveness of algorithm. 
